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Abstract—System optimization techniques are widely used
to improve energy efficiency as well as overall performance.
Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) is well studied and known to
be successful in reducing processor energy consumption. Due to
the increasing significance of the memory subsystem’s energy
consumption, dynamic cache reconfiguration (DCR) techniques
are recently proposed at the aim of improving cache subsystem’s
energy efficiency. As the manufacturing technology scales into
the order of nanometers, leakage current, which leads to static
power consumption, becomes a significant contributor in the
overall power dissipation. In this article, we consider various
system components and study their impact on system-wide energy
consumption under different processor voltage levels as well as
cache configurations. Based on the observation, we efficiently
integrate DVS and DCR techniques together to make decisions
judiciously so that the total energy consumption is minimized.
Our studies show that considering only DVS or DCR and
ignoring the impact from other system components may lead
to incorrect conclusions in overall energy savings. Experimental
results demonstrate that our approach outperforms existing
leakage-aware DVS techniques by 47.6% and leakage-oblivious
DVS + DCR technique by up to 23.5%.

reconfiguration (DCR) offers the ability to tune the cache configuration parameters at runtime to meet application’s unique
requirement so that significant amount of memory subsystem
energy consumption can be saved [4] [5]. The working set
of the application decides the favored cache capacity. Its
spatial and temporal locality reflect the cache line size and
associativity, respectively.

Index Terms—Embedded System, Power Management, Cache,
Energy, Leakage Power.

Real-time multitasking systems bring particular design and
optimization considerations in order to satisfy the imposed
timing constraints. In real-time systems, all tasks have to finish
execution before their deadlines to ensure correct system behavior. Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [6] is the most commonly
used real-time scheduling algorithm. Under EDF, a preemptive
task set is said to be schedulable as long as the system utilization rate is no more than 1 [7]. Essentially, DVS in real-time
systems slows down the processor, thus saves power/energy, at
the cost of extending task’s execution time. Employing DCR
in such systems also needs to be done in a controlled way.
This is because different cache configurations will lead to
different miss ratios and penalties therefore the total number of
clock cycles is affected. While existing research works exploit
them separately, our proposed research efficiently employs
both DVS and DCR simultaneously to reduce overall energy
consumption in hard real-time systems.
In the last decade, we have observed a continuous CMOS
device scaling process in which higher transistor density
and smaller device dimension have led to increasing leakage
(static) power consumption. This is mainly due to the proportionally reduced threshold voltage level with the supply
voltage which decreases at a speed of 0.85X per generation
[8]. Lower threshold voltage results in larger leakage current
which mainly consists of subthreshold current and reverse
bias junction current. Study has shown that leakage power
is responsible for over 42% of overall power dissipation in

I. I NTRODUCTION
Energy conservation is a primary optimization objective in
embedded systems design since these systems are generally
limited by battery lifetime. Figure 1 shows a system-wide
power composition for a typical System-on-Chip (SoC) [1].
It can be seen that processor, cache subsystem, memory and
bus are the four main components which make comparable contributions to overall power consumption. Therefore,
system-wide energy optimization techniques should consider
all of them in order to reflect practical benefits and achieve
overall energy reduction. Various low-power techniques exist
which tune different components in the system at runtime.
Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) [2] of the processor takes
the advantage of the fact that linear reduction in the supply
voltage can quadratically reduce the power consumption while
linearly slows down the operating frequency. At the same
time, memory hierarchy, especially the cache subsystem, has
become comparable to the processor with respect to the contribution in overall energy consumption [3]. Dynamic cache
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Power composition of a typical SoC.
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the 90nm generation [9] and can exceed above half in recent
65nm technology [10]. Static energy is projected to account for
near 70% of the cache subsystem’s budget in 70nm technology
[10]. Leakage power also constitute a major fraction of the
energy consumption of system buses [11]. Memory modules
can also consume significant amount of leakage power [12].
Therefore, decisions must be made judiciously on whether to
slow down the system to save dynamic power or to finish
task execution faster and switch the system to sleep mode to
reduce static power. While existing techniques try to control
the leakage power along with DVS [13], extra consideration
needs to be taken when DCR is also employed and other
system components are taken into account.
Our proposed research in this paper integrates DVS and
DCR together in hard real-time systems to minimize systemwide energy consumption. Our main contribution is that,
unlike existing DVS approaches which either ignore other
system components but the processor or assume applicationindependent constant power values, we systematically incorporate power consumptions from the processor, cache hierarchy,
buses and main memory based on the same set of application simulation statistics. The power estimation framework
that we propose uses separate power analyzers for different
system components and efficiently integrates them together.
We take a step forward by examining the correlation among
the energy models of all the components and find that they
have significant impact on the decision making of both DVS
and DCR. Based on the energy estimation, for each task, we
can generate the profile table which stores overall beneficial
set of voltage levels and cache configurations. While DVS
and DCR decisions are made at design time based on static
slack allocation, task procrastination is carried out at runtime
to achieve more idle energy savings. For real-time embedded
systems, off-line analysis is of great importance since they
normally have highly deterministic characteristics, e.g., task
release time, deadline and execution time, which should be
fully utilized for energy optimization. Furthermore, sophisticated analysis such as memory behavior profiling can only be
carried out during design time. Extensive experiments show
that our approach can result on average 47.6% energy savings
compared to DVS-only systems and up to 23.5% extra savings
compared to leakage-oblivious DVS + DCR technique [14].
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Related works
are discussed in Section II. Section III presents the system
models of our work. Our leakage-aware voltage scaling and
cache reconfiguration technique is described in Section IV.
Section V demonstrates our experimental results. Finally,
Section VI concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A great deal of research work exists on applying DVS
in real-time systems. A lot of them focus on minimizing
dynamic power consumption and ignoring the static portion
by slowing down the processor as much as possible [15]
[16]. Meanwhile, a number of existing works pay attention
to control processor leakage power in real-time systems [13]
[17] [18] [19] [20]. Jejurikar et al. [13] present a leakageaware DVS scheme which does not allow to slow down the

processor speed below a certain level called critical speed
to avoid growing static energy to compensate the reduction
in dynamic energy. They also propose a task procrastination
scheduling technique to maximize processor idle intervals.
Chen et al. [19] address the same problem in a rate-monotone
scheduling system. However, none of the above techniques
considered DCR. Furthermore, they did not take other system
components into account which potentially limits the benefit
of their approaches. Jejurikar et al. [17] and Zhong et al.
[18] proposed leakage-aware DVS techniques for systemwide energy minimization. However, the system components
considered in their work are only mock units with power consumptions assumed to be application-independent constants.
In other words, their approaches use over-simplified models
and cannot incorporate other power-hungry components whose
power dissipation are determined at runtime. Moreover, cache
reconfiguration is not considered by any of them.
Cache reconfiguration has drawn considerable research efforts in both general-purpose [21] and real-time [4] [5] systems. Wang et al. employed DCR in soft real-time systems
by dynamically utilizing static profiling information to tune
the cache configuration in order to achieve significant energy
savings for both single-level cache [4] and multi-level cache
hierarchy [5]. Micro-architecture level techniques are proposed
at the aim of saving leakage energy in cache subsystem by
switching unused cache sub-arrays into low-power mode [22].
Chi et al. [23] applied these techniques in real-time systems.
Data compression is also proposed for cache energy reduction
in [24]. However, none of these approaches considers processor voltage scaling or other system components. Nacul et al.
[14] presented preliminary results to demonstrate the benefit of
combining DVS and DCR together in real-time systems but
they did not consider leakage power which may make their
solution inferior.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this section, we describe our task model and energy
models. We assume that DVS and DCR are available in the
target system. We adopt the reconfigurable cache architecture
proposed in [25] which is suitable for embedded systems.
Specifically, we have:
• A voltage scalable processor which supports h different
voltage levels V{v1 ,v2 , ... ,vh }.
• A highly configurable cache hierarchy with reconfigurable parameters including cache size, line size and
associativity, in which separate L1 caches and unified L2
cache can be reconfigured individually. Let C{c1 ,c2 , ...
,cl } denote l configurations of the cache hierarchy.
A. Task Model
If each task is uniformly assigned one voltage level and one
cache configuration throughout all its instances, we have:
• A set of m independent periodic tasks T{τ1 ,τ2 ,...,τm }.
• Each task τi ∈ T has known period pi and deadline di .
• Task τi ∈ T has energy consumption and execution time
Ei (v j , ck ) and Ti (v j , ck ) with voltage level v j ∈ V and
cache configuration ck ∈ C, respectively.
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We assume that task deadlines are equal to their periods
and the task set is schedulable by EDF scheduler under the
highest voltage level and largest cache configuration. Let P
denote the task set’s hyper-period (equal to the least common
multiple of all tasks’ periods). Here, ji and ki represent the
indices of selected voltage level and cache configuration for
task τi , respectively. Our objective can be stated as:
m

min(E = ∑

i=1

subject to: ∑m
i=1

Ti (v ji ,cki )
pi

P
· Ei (v ji , cki ))
pi

(1)

energy consumption is calculated by our energy estimation
framework and put into the task’s profile table along with
the corresponding execution time. Based on the task set
characteristics and the profile tables as well as the scheduling
policy, processor voltage level and cache configuration can
be selected for each task. Task DVS/DCR assignments and
procrastination algorithm are then used in a one-pass task
scheduling which produces the total energy consumption of
the task set during its hyper-period P. This section describes
each of these steps in detail.
Task Set
(Applications)

6 1.

B. Energy Model
Our energy models for processor and cache are described
in [26]. Note that, since lower-level memory and buses are
modeled simultaneously in this article, the energy required for
off-chip access (Eo f f chip access ) and process stalling (EµP stall )
are now counted during the power estimation of the corresponding components (e.g. for a L2 cache miss, Eo f f chip access
is computed in off-chip buses and DRAM memory).
Bus Energy Model: The average dynamic power consumption of various system buses can be calculated by [27]:
1
2
·Cbus ·Vdd
· ntrans · f
(2)
2
where Cbus is the load capacitance of the bus, Vdd is the supply
voltage, f is the bus frequency and ntrans denotes the average
number of transitions per time unit on the bus. Specifically,
T −1
H(B(t) , B(t+1) ))/T , where T is the total
we have ntrans = (∑t=0
number of discretized time units and H(B(t) , B(t+1) ) gives the
Hamming distance between the binary values on the bus at
two neighboring time units in T . Therefore, if CC and tcycle
denote the clock cycle number and cycle length respectively,
the total energy consumption of a bus is determined by its
dyn
sta :
dynamic power Pbus and static power Pbus

Simulation
Configuration
Selection Heuristic

Tuning
Heuristic
Energy Estimation
Framework

DVS/DCR
Assignments

Fig. 2.

Workflow of our approach.

B. Two-Level Cache Tuning Heuristic

dyn

Pbus =

dyn

sta
) ·CC · tcycle
Ebus = (Pbus + Pbus

(3)

Memory Energy Model: Memory consists of DRAM has
three sources of power consumption: dynamic energy due to
dyn
sta and refreshing power Pre f .
accesses Emem , static power Pmem
mem
Specifically, we have:
dyn
Emem
= num accesses · Eaccess

(4)

where num access is the number of memory accesses and
Eaccess denotes the dynamic energy required per access. Theredyn
sta + Pre f ) ·CC · t
fore, we have: Emem = Emem + (Pmem
mem
cycle .
IV. L EAKAGE - AWARE DVS AND DCR
A. Overview
Our approach addresses major challenges including design
space exploration, system-wide energy analysis, configuration selection and task procrastination to significantly reduce
overall energy consumption while meeting all task deadlines.
Figure 2 illustrates the workflow of our approach. Each task
is profiled through simulation which is driven by design space
exploration heuristics. For each simulation, its total system

It is a major challenge to employ multi-level cache reconfiguration since the exploration space is prohibitively large.
Our previous work [5] has proposed efficient tuning heuristics
for two-level cache hierarchy which can also be applied here.
In this article, we use L1 cache sizes of 4KB, 8KB and
16KB, line size of 16, 32 and 64 bytes with set associativity
of 1-way, 2-way and 4-way. For L2 cache, the capacity is
selected to be 32KB, 64KB and 128KB with line sizes of
64, 128 and 256 bytes and set associativity of 4-way, 8-way
and 16-way. Therefore, there are 18 configurations for each
individual cache and totally 5832 different configurations for
the cache hierarchy [5]. We employ IL1T – Independent Level
One Cache Tuning – in this paper to reduce the simulation
time while still preserve the most amount of accuracy. Other
heuristics described in [5] are also applicable.
C. Power Estimation Framework
Since we do not focus on system design which requires to
minimize development time and costs, our energy estimation
framework, as shown in Figure 3, targets at a specific SoC
micro-architecture and is able to trade more design time
for higher accuracy than the one proposed in [28]. We use
SimpleScalar [29] as the underlying micro-architectural simulator in our approach. For each application (task) and cache
configuration, we run a simulation and collect the execution
statistics, memory access statistics and bus activity traces.
These information, along with the processor voltage levels,
are provided to energy models for each system components,
based on which the total system energy can be computed.
Note that in our framework, the inputs to each energy model
are all from one micro-architectural simulation thus are more
comprehensive and systematic, as opposed to [28] in which the
inputs are collected separately using instruction-set simulator,
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memory trace profiler, cache simulator and bus simulator.
Furthermore, by doing this, the impact on DVS/DCR decisions
from other system components as well as their correlations,
which is not considered in [28], can be reflected in an accurate
manner. This framework still provides flexibility to allow
different energy models and analyzers to be used.
Micro-architectural
Simulator

Processor
Cache
Execution
Voltage Level Configuration Statistics

Processor
Energy Model

Cache
Energy Model

Memory Access
Statistics

Memory
Energy Model

Bus Activity
Traces

Bus
Energy Model

∑
Fig. 3.

Overview of our power estimation framework.

1) Processor + L1 Cache: We use a motivating example in
which a single benchmark1 (cjpeg from MediaBench [30]) is
executed under all processor voltage levels. It can be observed
that in Figure 4, when only processor energy is considered, the
critical speed is achieved at Vdd = 0.7V , which matches the
results in [13]. However, as shown in Figure 5, with respect to
the total amount of energy consumption, combining processor
and L1 caches (both configured to 8KB of capacitance, 32B
line size and 2-way associativity) increases the critical speed
slightly to around Vdd = 0.75V , due to the effect from L1
cache’s leakage power dissipation. This highlights the importance of considering other system components for accurate
analysis when applying DVS. In other words, if L1 caches are
incorporated, Vdd = 0.7V is no longer a beneficial choice with
respect to the overall energy savings. Note that in Figure 5,
dynamic energy consumption of L1 caches only includes
access energy Eaccess and block refilling energy Eblock f ill .
Energy consumed on buses and lower-level memory hierarchy
during L1 cache misses will be incorporated when we add
the corresponding components into consideration, as shown in
following sections.
7.0

D. Critical Speed
The critical speed for processor voltage scaling defines a
point beyond which the processor speed cannot be slowed
down otherwise DVS will no longer be beneficial [13]. The
dynamic power consumption of processor, which is exclusively considered in traditional DVS, is usually a convex
and increasing function of the operating frequency. However,
since lowering processor speed makes the task execution time
longer which leads to higher static energy consumption, the
total energy consumed per cycle in the processor will start
increasing due to further slowdown.
By taking DCR into consideration, we find that cache
configuration has significant impact on the critical speed with
respect to the overall system energy consumption. As described in Section III-B, there exists strong correlation among
the energy models of processor, cache hierarchy and other
system components. Since different cache configurations lead
to different miss ratios and miss penalty cycles, the number
of clock cycles (CC) required to execute an application is
decided by the cache configuration, which directly affects
the energy consumption of other components. On the other
hand, the length of each clock cycle (tcycle ), which is determined by the processor voltage/frequency level, also directly
affects the energy consumption of other components. In other
words, DVS and DCR will affect the overall system energy
consumption. On the other hand, due to leakage power, all
system components will have impact on decision making of
DVS/DCR, especially the critical speed. Specifically, when
the processor is slowed down by DVS, increasing static
energy consumed by cache hierarchy, bus lines and memory
will compromise the benefit gained from reduced processor
dynamic energy. Therefore, considering DCR and other system
components effects, we found that the critical speed is going
to increase drastically.

Energy Consumption (mJ)

6.0
5.0

E procDyn
E procSta

E procOn
E proc
Critical Speed

4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0
0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00
Vdd (V)

Fig. 4. Processor energy consumption E proc for executing cjpeg: E procDyn is
the dynamic energy, E procSta is the static energy and E procOn is the intrinsic
energy needed to keep processor on.

2) Processor + L1/L2 Cache: Figure 6 shows the impact
on the critical speed if L2 cache (with capacity of 64KB,
line size 128B and 8-way associativity) is considered in the
overall energy consumption. The critical speed increases to
the frequency corresponding to Vdd = 0.85V . For L1 caches,
as shown in Figure 5, dynamic energy dominates and leakage
energy becomes comparable only when the processor voltage
level drops below 0.6V . However, in L2 cache, for cjpeg,
leakage energy dissipation dominates while dynamic energy is
almost negligible. It is expected since L1 access rate is much
higher than L2 while the capacity, thus leakage power, of L2
cache is much larger. Note that, although some other benchmarks (e.g. qsort from MiBench [31]) shows non-negligible
dynamic energy consumption in L2 cache, the leakage part
still dominates when the voltage level goes below a certain
point. Therefore, when processor voltage decreases, the total
1 Although results for cjpeg is shown in this section, similar observations
have been made for other benchmarks.
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Fig. 5. Overall system energy consumption Etotal of the processor and L1
caches for executing cjpeg: EL1Dyn and EL1Sta are the dynamic and static L1
cache energy consumption, respectively.

leakage energy consumption increases drastically due to the
L2 cache. Generally, when DCR is applied, different cache
configurations will lead to different critical speed variations.
18.0
E proc
EL1
EL2Dyn

EL2Sta
EL2
Etotal

Fig. 7. Overall system energy consumption Etotal of the processor, L1/L2
caches and memory for executing cjpeg: EmemDyn and EmemSta are the dynamic
and static memory energy consumption, respectively; Ecache represents the
total energy consumption of both L1 and L2 caches.

DVS will lead to dynamic energy reduction in them. On
the other hand, like other system components, static power
dissipation on system buses is also going to increase along
with voltage scaling down, which compensates the dynamic
energy reduction. As a result, system buses make very minor
impact on critical speed as shown in Figure 8.
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Fig. 6.
Overall system energy consumption Etotal of the processor, L1
caches and L2 cache (configured to 64KB,128B,8-way) for executing cjpeg:
EL2Dyn and EL2Sta are the dynamic and static L2 cache energy consumption,
respectively.
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3) Processor + L1/L2 Cache + Memory: Figure 7 illustrates the fact that memory energy consumption also makes the
critical speed increase. The memory we considered is modeled
as a common DRAM with size of 8MB. It can be observed
that memory has a similar effect on the critical speed as L2
cache. In fact, for the configurations we used, the static energy
consumptions are comparable for L2 cache and the memory.
Although DRAM needs to have its capacitor charge refreshed
all the time (which consumes relatively negligible power in
70nm technology [12]), it requires only one transistor to store
one bit. Therefore, it consumes much less leakage power per
bit compared to cache, which is smaller but made of more
power expensive SRAM.
4) Processor + L1/L2 Cache + Memory + Bus: System
bus lines have double effect on the critical speed in overall
system energy consumption. On one hand, since on-chip buses
should have equal frequency as the processor (which makes
them dominate in terms of energy among all system buses),

Fig. 8. Overall system energy consumption Etotal of the processor, L1/L2
caches, memory and system buses for executing cjpeg: EbusDyn and EbusSta
are the dynamic and static bus energy consumption, respectively.

For ease of demonstration, we show how energy consumption (both dynamic and static) of each system components vary
with voltage scaling in Figure 9. When DVS is not applied
(Vdd = 1V ), the processor accounts for over half of overall
energy consumption while others also take considerable share.
This observation matches what we have shown in Figure 1.
When the voltage level decreases, we can see that the energy
consumed by the cache hierarchy and memory subsystem
increases drastically and, after certain point, it becomes comparable with the processor or even larger. For system buses,
due to the reason explained above, this effect is less significant
compared to cache and memory.
In conclusion, the discussion above leads to several observations and questions. The critical speed is going to change
as different system components are considered – increases
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Fig. 9.

Processor voltage scaling impact on various system components.

when leakage energy dominant components are added and
decreases when dynamic energy dominant components (e.g.,
DVS-controllable) are added. One would wonder whether DVS
is really practically beneficial since our case study shows that
the critical speed is at Vdd = 0.9V and potentially adding more
components may increase it further? A simple answer is yes
but it has to be evaluated using leakage-aware DVS and DCR.
It is also important to notice that system properties, application characteristics and reconfiguration decisions together
will affect the critical speed, which typically varies between
Vdd = 0.65V and 0.9V in our case.
E. Real-Time Voltage Scaling and Cache Reconfiguration
1) Profile Table: We define a configuration point as a pair
of processor voltage level and cache hierarchy configuration:
(v j ,ck ) where v j ∈ V and ck ∈ C. For each task, we can
construct a profile table which consists of all possible configuration points as well as the corresponding total energy
consumption and execution time. Clearly, all points with the
voltage level lower than the critical speed are eliminated.
Furthermore, non-beneficial configuration points, which is
inferior in both energy and time compared to some other
points, are also discarded. In other words, we only consider
those Pareto-optimal tradeoff points.
An important observation is that cache configurations behave quite consistently across different processor voltage levels. For example, the L1 cache configuration favored by cjpeg,
8KB cache size with 32B line size and 2-way associativity,
outperforms all the other configurations in terms of energy.
Similar observations can be made when we fix L1 cache
configuration while vary L2 cache. Therefore, the profile table
for each task actually consists of favored cache hierarchy configurations with voltage levels no higher than the critical speed.
In fact, in many cases, we find that only the most energyefficient cache configuration has beneficial voltage level higher
than the critical speed but with much longer execution time
than other entries. It can be explained, for example, as shown
in Figure 8, that Etotal only decreased by 1.78% when Vdd
is lowered down from 1V to 0.9V but the execution time is
increased by 27.45%. Generally speaking, the energy reduction
caused by DVS is not worth the loss in performance when the

voltage level is close to the critical speed.
2) Reconfiguration Selection Heuristics: Existing DVS algorithms are not applicable when DCR is employed since the
energy consumption as well as the impact on task’s execution
time cannot be calculated from energy models. DCR algorithms for real-time systems proposed in [4] [5] are also not
applicable since they only support soft task deadlines. Given a
static slack allocation, we can assign the most energy efficient
configuration point which does not stretch the execution time
over the allocated slack. As long as the slack allocation is
safe, we can always ensure that the schedulability is satisfied.
Therefore, we adapt a heuristic motivated by the uniform
constant slowdown scheme which is proved to be optimal
in ideal DVS [32]. The optimal common slowdown factor
η is given by the system utilization. In our approach, we
only consider a finite number of discrete configuration points.
Therefore, as shown in Algorithm 1, for each task, we select
the configuration point with minimum energy consumption but
equal or shorter execution time compared to the one decided
by η. Note that we use each task’s execution under the highest
voltage in V and largest cache configuration in C as the base
case (vbase , cbase ).
Algorithm 1 Configuration selection heuristic.
Ti (vbase ,cbase )
η = ∑m
i=1
pi
for all task τi ∈ T do
Tibound = Ti (vbase , cbase )/η;
Assign τi with (v ji , cki ) which satisfied:
1) Ei (v ji , cki ) is the minimum;
2) Ti (v ji , cki ) 6 Tibound ;
end for
return (v ji , cki ), ∀i ∈ [1, m]

F. Procrastination
To further control static energy consumption, it is beneficial
to put the system into a sleep mode instead of keep it idle since
the static power could be lower by order-of-magnitude. As discussed in Section IV-D, taking various system components into
consideration leads to much higher critical speed compared to
DVS-only scenario. In other words, the idle periods are getting
longer. However, bringing the system into sleep mode and vice
versa requires certain amount of overhead in terms of energy
and time. In order to reduce the number of mode switches, we
need to make the busy/idle periods as long as possible. One
way to achieve this is to procrastinate task execution when it
is safe. We adapt the task procrastination algorithm from [33]
into our scheduler. We ensure that when the system gets shut
down, there is no unfinished job in the system to avoid cold
start penalty. Hence, the shutdown overhead consists of the
energy consumed for circuit logic recharging and dirty data
flushing-back in the cache subsystem.
Algorithm 2 outlines our procrastination scheme. A timer is
enabled when idle period starts and disabled when busy period
starts. A newly arrived task during idle period will update the
timer if it has earlier deadline compared to the current earliest
one. Upon timeout, all delayed ready tasks are executed in
EDF order. Arriving tasks during busy period are allowed to
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preempt as usual. Note that time represents the current time
instant and (v ji , cki ) stands for the chosen configuration point
for task τi . Here, isEarlier[i] records whether the current job
of τi ’s deadline is earlier than all the pending tasks in the
system when it arrives.
Algorithm 2 Task procrastination algorithm.
isEarlier[i] is initialized to be all false;
Current earliest deadline of delayed jobs δ = 0;
On arrival of a new job of task τr :
m Ti (v ji ,cki )
dr = pr · d time
;
pr e; actUtil = ∑i=1
pi
if System is in sleep mode or is idle then
if timer is disabled then
timer = b(1 − actUtil) · pr c;
δ = dr ; isEarlier[r] = true;
else
if dr < δ then
for all τi in ready task queue do
if isEarlier[i] is true then
time−pi ·b time
pi c
;
pi

delayed = delayed +
end if
timer = b(1 − actUtil − delayed) · pr c;
δ = dr ; isEarlier[r] = true;
end for
end if
end if
end if
V. E XPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Setup
To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we select benchmarks from MediaBench [30], MiBench [31] and
EEMBC [34] to from four task sets with each consists of
5 to 8 tasks. While DVS techniques usually use synthetic
tasks for evaluation, we choose real benchmarks so that bus
and memory hierarchy behaviors of real applications can be
revealed. Table I lists our task sets. Task Set 1 consists of tasks
from MediaBench, Set 2 from EEMBC, Set 3 from MiBench
and Set 4 is a mixture of all three suites. In Set 4, the two
benchmarks from EEMBC are set to iterate 100 times in order
to make their size comparable with others.
We adapt processor constants described in Section III-B
from [13]: Vbs = −0.7V , Ld = 37, α = 1.5. Energy and power
values used in energy models for the memory hierarchy are
collected from CACTI [12]. The on-chip buses and off-chip
buses have capacitance of 5pF and 60pF, respectively. The
on-chip buses have equal frequency as the processor (decided
by the current voltage level) while off-chip buses (from L1 to
L2 and from L2 to memory) have a frequency of 400MHz and
200MHz, respectively. The bus static power is assumed to be
50% of the average dynamic power consumption, which is a
conservative estimation [11].
We assume cache dirty data write back and circuit logic
recharging penalty for shutdown to be 85µJ and 300µJ.
Therefore, the total shutdown overhead is 385µJ [13]. Based
on our energy model, idle power dissipation for the system,
which comes from the static energy consumption of processor,

cache hierarchy, bus lines and memory, is assumed to be
240 + 200 + 58 + 291 = 789mW . System in sleep mode is
assumed to consume 80µW of power. Hence, the shutdown
threshold interval is 0.49ms and any interval whose length is
shorter than this threshold will not lead to a shutdown. In
this paper, the energy estimation framework (whose input is
gathered from SimpleScalar [29]) as well as the scheduling
simulator are implemented in C++.
TABLE I
TASK SETS CONSISTING OF REAL BENCHMARKS .
Set
1
2
3
4

Tasks
cjpeg, djpeg, mpeg2, pegwit, rawcaudio
A2TIME01, BaseFP01, BITMNP01, RSPEED01, TBLOOK01
CRC32, susan, dijkstra, rijndael, adpcm, qsort, FFT, stringsearch
cjpeg, rawdaudio, pegwit, A2TIME01, RSPEED01, pktflow,
FFT, dijkstra

B. Results
We consider the following techniques:
• DVS: Traditional DVS without DCR which assigns the
lowest feasible2 voltage level.
• CS-DVS: Leakage-aware DVS without DCR which assigns lowest feasible voltage level above the critical speed
decided by processor energy consumption.
• CS-DVS-G: Leakage-aware DVS without DCR which
assigns lowest feasible voltage level above the critical
speed decided by system-wide energy consumption.
• DVS-DCR: Traditional DVS + DCR which assigns the
configuration point for minimizing the dynamic energy
consumption of processor and cache subsystem.
• CS-DVS-DCR: Leakage-aware DVS + DCR which assigns the most energy-efficient while feasible configuration point above the critical speed decided by the energy
consumption of processor and cache subsystem.
• CS-DVS-DCR-G: Leakage-aware DVS + DCR which
assigns the most energy-efficient while feasible configuration point above the critical speed decided by systemwide energy consumption.
• CS-DVS-DCR-G-P: Leakage-aware DVS + DCR for
system-wide energy minimization which also employs
task procrastination.
1) Task Set: For all the task sets described in Table I,
we compare all the above listed techniques across various
system utilizations (from 0.1 to 0.9 in a step of 0.1). All the
results are the average of all task sets and are normalized to
DVS scenario. Figure 10 shows the normalized system-wide
overall energy consumption using different approaches. The
first observation is that, for DVS-only approaches, considering
other system components (CS-DVS-G) can achieve 12.8%
additional energy savings on average (up to 26.6%) compared
with traditional leakage-aware DVS (CS-DVS). Generally,
applying DVS and DCR together (DVS-DCR) outperforms
traditional DVS (DVS) and CS-DVS-G across all utilization
rates by 66.3% and 42.1% on average, respectively. Our
approach, system-wide leakage-aware DVS + DCR (CS-DVSDCR-G), outperforms CS-DVS-G by 47.6% on average. It can
2 “Feasible”

means that it satisfies the slack allocation in Section IV-E.
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Energy Consumption Normalized to DVS

be observed that leakage-aware and leakage-oblivious DVS +
DCR approaches behave similarly when the system utilization
ratio is beyond 0.5. It is because both of them are inclined to
select similar configuration points which have voltage levels
above the critical speed (Vdd is around 0.8 to 0.9). In other
words, in these scenarios, DVS-DCR does not make inferior
DVS decisions, which can lead to dominating leakage power,
due to limited available slack. However, when the utilization
ratio is low, CS-DVS-DCR-G can achieve around 4.6 - 23.5%
more energy savings than DVS-DCR since CS-DVS-DCR-G
does not lower down the voltage level below the critical speed.
1
0.9
0.8
0.7

and cache reconfiguration. Employing both DVS and DCR
together can lead to greater system energy savings than using
them independently. In this paper, we presented an efficient
approach to integrate DVS and DCR that is aware of leakage
power. Our energy estimation framework comprehensively
incorporates various system components which makes the
analysis more accurate and effective. Our studies demonstrate
that considering only one aspect (e.g., dynamic energy) or
one component (e.g., DVS-capable processor) can lead to
inaccurate conclusion in terms of overall energy, since critical
speed will vary depending on the various components in the
system. We focus on reducing system-wide dynamic and static
energy consumption. We also integrate task procrastination to
further save the energy consumption when the system is idle.
Our approach is shown to be superior than both leakage-aware
DVS techniques by around 47.6% and outperform leakageoblivious DVS + DCR techniques by up to 23.5%.
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Fig. 10. System-wide overall energy consumption using different approaches.
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